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ABSTRACT
Background: Neuroblastoma is the most common extracranial solid tumor in children, and treatment options for recurrent neuroblastoma are limited. Using molecular profiling to target the molecular vulnerabilities of neuroblastoma with
existing therapeutic agents may result in a rational, data-driven approach with potential to improve clinical outcomes.
Methods: The primary objective of this pilot study was to evaluate the feasibility of supporting real-time treatment decisions through predictive modeling of genome-wide mRNA gene expression data from neuroblastoma tumor biopsies.
Feasibility was defined as completion of tumor biopsy, histopathological evaluation, RNA extraction and quality control, gene expression profiling within a CLIA-certified laboratory, bioinformatic analysis, generation of a drug predicttion report, molecular tumor board review yielding a formulated treatment plan, and independent medical monitor review within a 2-week period. Results: Five patients with multiply relapsed or refractory neuroblastoma were enrolled
between April and June 2010. All biopsies passed histopathology and RNA quality control. Generation of gene expression data and its analysis (3 - 7 days), reports which linked this data into medically actionable drug candidates (1 - 5
days), molecular tumor board (1 - 3 days) and independent medical monitor review (1 day) were all completed in
real-time. The average time was 10.5 days for all patients. Conclusion: This study shows that it is feasible to create
therapeutic treatment plans based on genomic profiling in less than 12 days. This warrants further testing in a Phase I
study to determine safety of predicted treatments and evaluate whether the information obtained in these analyses would
result in patient benefit.
Keywords: Neuroblastoma; Molecular Guided Therapy; Predictive Therapies; Molecular Profiling; Genomic Profiling;
Pediatric Cancer

1. Introduction
Neuroblastoma is the most common extracranial solid
tumor in children and accounts for 15% of pediatric cancer deaths each year [1,2]. When children are diagnosed
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with neuroblastoma under one year of age, the prognosis
is generally good. However, children diagnosed with
neuroblastoma after 12 - 18 months of age have a poor
prognosis and only 30% survive despite aggressive multimodal therapies [3,4]. Intensive treatments, including
high dose chemotherapy, hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, immunotherapy, and maintenance therapy
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with retinoic acid, still result in a five-year event-free
survival below 50% [5]. Furthermore, the long-term survival of patients who are treated with conventional therapies following relapse is less than 5%. Clearly, new
therapies are needed for patients with refractory or recurrent neuroblastoma.
Neuroblastoma, like other cancers, results from a series of molecular changes that ultimately disrupt the molecular networks and alter cellular homeostasis. Several
of the molecular pathways involved in tumor development and progression have been identified. Fluctuations
in these networks can result from genetic or epigenetic
cellular events and/or changes in the molecular constitution of the tumor microenvironment, which collectively
dictate the phenotype of the biological system. The molecular networks engaged during tumor development
and/or progression are complex leading tocellular plasticity [6] and genomic instability [7,8] of neoplasms. Genetic expression profiles can reflect these pathways involved in cancer cells. Recent genetic expression profiling of medulloblastoma tumors has been used to identify
distinct subgroups within this cancer. This study identified the WNT pathway as predominant in one tumor
group and the SHH pathway in another.
A fundamental challenge in targeted cancer treatment
is how to identify optimal single and combinational
treatments for molecularly heterogeneous tumors [9-14].
The approach must be able to utilize the expanding
knowledge of molecular networks and the mechanisms of
action of a growing pharmacopeia [15,16] in conjunction
with standardized biomarker assessments to deliver targeted combinations of effective therapies to cancer patients. Individual biomarkers have recently been identified that can be used in the clinical setting to identify
neuroblastoma patients most likely to respond to a specific therapy. For example, activation of the ALK gene
through mutations has been identified in a subset of
neuroblastoma patients, and small-molecule inhibition of
the ALK-encoded receptor tyrosine kinase induced cytotoxicity in affected neuroblastoma cell lines [12]. Such
studies, in conjunction with a large body of in vitro and
in vivo data, have further demonstrated that the efficacy
of specific treatments depends on the molecular constitution of the tumor [17,18]. Therefore, observed variations
in tumor response to current therapies are attributable in
large part to disease heterogeneity at the molecular level.
The determination of gene transcript abundance
through gene expression profiling has been frequently
exploited in biomarker research. Gene expression signatures have been used to create a connectivity map, in
which the genomic consequences of drug exposure can
be aligned with de-regulated genes within a tumor
specimen to identify compounds that may reverse the
tumorigenic genotype [19]. Screening of a large number
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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of potential therapeutic agents in a panel of cancer cell
lines with a baseline gene expression profile has permitted the association of a gene expression signature with
predicted response to various drugs [11,20].
Algorithms for this pilot study were based in part on a
knowledge base that uses the existing pharmacopeia’s
postulated molecular mechanisms of action available
from DrugBank [16] that contains 1359 molecular entities targeted by 1509 drugs. Included are several targets
of particular relevance to neuroblastoma including
VEGFA-VEGFR, TRK, mTOR, ALK, HDAC [12]. The
transcriptional status of each of these targets can be reported relative to a biological reference composed of a
set of normal controls.
The algorithms described in this report were iteratively
developed during a proof-of-feasibility study in which
molecular profiling was performed on fifty late stage
cancer patients, both adult and pediatric, and with a wide
variety of tumor types [21]). This study of first generation predictive methodologies demonstrated the feasibility of this approach in the prospective clinical setting
(CPW, personal communication). In a recently published
study by Von Hoff et al. [22,23], molecular profiling
including immunohistochemistry, in situ hybridization,
and oligonucleotide microarray gene expression analysis
was performed on tissue samples from 86 adult patients
with refractory metastatic cancer to identify aberrant expression of molecular targets, which were used to choose
a targeted treatment. They found that 27% of the patients
who were treated according to their molecular target had
a longer progression-free survival relative to the regimen
on which the patient previously experienced progression
(PFS ratio). Another phase I clinical trial program at MD
Anderson evaluated the use of targeted therapy following
tumor molecular analysis on advanced cancer patients.
They found that patients matched with targeted drugs had
higher rates of response, survival and time to treatment
failure compared to those seen in patients treated without
molecular matching [24,25].
Our pilot study was undertaken to evaluate the feasibility of using predictive modeling based on genomewide mRNA expression profiles from pediatric neuroblastoma tumor biopsies to make real-time treatment
decisions. Feasibility was defined as the completion of
the following sequential evaluations in a two-week time
period: tumor biopsy, quality RNA extraction, mRNA
Affymetrix U133 2.0 Plus GeneChip® hybridization, data
analysis utilizing a series of predictive methodologies,
the generation of an interactive report, molecular tumor
board review yielding a formulated treatment plan, and
an independent medical monitor review. Feasibility of
genomic profiling through creation of individualized
treatment plans was demonstrated in the five (100%)
pilot study patients. This established that it is feasible to
JCT
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complete genomic profiling and create individualized
treatment plans via a molecular tumor board in real-time
(less than 12 days) for patients using the methods and
logistical workflows described here.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Population
This was an open label pilot study in patients with
refractory or recurrent neuroblastoma. Eligible patients
were enrolled in this study at the University of Vermont
following a registration process that included receipt of a
signed patient consent form and a copy of the required
baseline laboratory tests. Assent, when appropriate, was
obtained according to institutional guidelines. Voluntary
consent for optional biology studies was included. This
trial was approved by the Institutional Review Board at
the University of Vermont and the Protocol Review
Committee at the Vermont Cancer Center (Clinical
Trials. gov identifier: NCT01109238; Study ID NMTRC
001P).

2.2. Eligibility
Patients under 21 years old with refractory or relapsed
neuroblastoma and measurable disease were eligible for
this study. Inclusion criteria included current disease
state for which there is currently no known curative
therapy; Lansky Play Score more than 30; ANC > 750/μL
and platelet count > 50,000/μL for patients without bone
marrow metastases (no granulocyte or platelet criteria for
patients with bone marrow metastases); adequate liver
function, defined as total bilirubin ≤ 1.5 × upper limit of
normal (ULN) for age and SGPT (ALT) < 10 × upper
limit of normal (ULN) for age; no other significant organ
toxicity defined as above Grade 2 by National Cancer
Institute Common Toxicity Criteria for Adverse Events,
version 3 (NCI-CTCAE V3.0
(http://ctep.cancer.gov/forms/CTCAEv3.pdf). Exclusion
criteria included: patients who had received any chemotherapy within the last 21 days; patients receiving
anti-tumor therapy for their disease or any investigational
drug concurrently; patients with serious infection or a
life-threatening illness (unrelated to tumor) that was
above Grade 2 (NCI CTCAE V3.0); or patients with
active, serious infections requiring parenteral antibiotic
therapy within 2 weeks prior to screening. Screening
procedures were performed no more than 5 days prior to
biopsy. These included complete medical and surgical
history; demographics; physical examination (including
height and weight), baseline dermatologic and neurologic
exam, and sites of palpable neoplastic disease; vital signs;
baseline EKG; ECOG Performance status/Lansky Play
status; CBC with differential; serum electrolytes (sodium,
potassium, chloride, bicarbonate), blood urea nitrogen
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

(BUN), creatinine, albumin, total protein, bilirubin, LDH,
ALT, AST, and ferritin; urine catecholamines; and concomitant medications/therapies.
During the course of this study, 5 patients received
therapy. All subjects were multiple relapsed/refractory
neuroblastoma patients, with 4 males and 1 female, mean
age 9, range (3 - 13).

2.3. Study Design
2.3.1. Sample Procurement and Gene Expression
Profiling
Patients underwent a scheduled surgical resection and/or
diagnostic biopsy procedure. Common sample identifiers
were provided by the Lead Study Coordinator and used
by all parties throughout the project to ensure sample, data
and report alignment between participating organizations.
At the time of tissue resection or bone marrow aspirate, a
fresh tumor sample was committed for this specific
research study and prepared immediately. Viable, fresh
tumor over 0.2 g from a tumor biopsy, 19-gauge needle
core biopsy, or 4 cc from bone marrow aspirate was
obtained. A clinical specimen was submitted for pathological assessment to ensure appropriate cellularity.
De-identified subject samples were sent to various sites
for assessments with the following order of priority; A
single tumor biopsy in RNAlater (Qiagen) was shipped
overnight to Clinical Reference Laboratory, a CLIAcertified laboratory (CRL; Lenexa, KS), for mRNA gene
expression profiling; a sample was sent to Spectrum
Health (Grand Rapids, MI) for flow cytometric analysis
and sorting (2 cc of bone marrow); another sample was
sent to the University of Vermont for in vitro/in vivo
correlative biology studies (2 cc of bone marrow and
solid tumor biopsy as available); another biopsy sample
was sent to the NCI for next generation sequence analysis (2 cc of bone marrow and solid tumor biopsy as
available); in addition, 10 - 20 mL of blood in a PAXgene
blood DNA tube was sent to NCI for next generation
sequence analysis of germline DNA (Figure 1(a)).
Affymetrix gene expression profiling was carried out
using standard procedures. The RNA extraction, amplification (using NuGEN Ovation® PICO kit), Affymetrix
U133 2.0 Plus GeneChip® hybridization, and scanning
procedures utilized standard protocols and adhered to
strict standard operating procedures that have been
CLIA-certified by CRL to ensure accuracy and reproducibility of results. Pass criteria included; 1) RIN > 6.5
using the Agilent 2100 BioAnalyzer; 2) RNA 260/280
and 260/230 absorbance ratios > 1.8 by NanoDrop; 3)
total cDNA yield ≥ 5 µg/30 µL; 4) cDNA 260/280 and
260/230 absorbance ratios ≥ 1.8 by NanoDrop. Data files
were processed using the Affymetrix Expression
Console™ and the MAS5.0 statistical algorithm. Pass
JCT
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) General study workflow schema. The biopsy from the patient was used for microarray analysis at the
CLIA-certified laboratory CRL and research studies carried out at various institutions. CRL: Clinical Reference Laboratory;
NCI: National Cancer Institute; UVM: University of Vermont; (b) Generation of drug prediction report. Gene expression
data was compared to a series of normal biological controls and Z-scores were run through the different predictive algorithms to create a medically actionable drug prediction report as described in Materials and Methods.

criteria at this stage included 1) Background < 100; 2)
Percent present call ≥ 30; and 3) Scale factor < 100.
Upon passing all criteria, MAS5.0 processed. CEL and
normalized pivot. TXT files were extracted and deposited on a secure FTP site for subsequent analysis.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

The research sample was logged and immediately
culture, xenograft models and RNA extraction. Tumor
cells were grown to 70% confluency in neurobasal media
(RPMI with EGF and FGF). Cells were injected into the
inguinal fat pad of NOD SCID mice for generation of
JCT
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patient xenografts. Bone marrow samples were sorted for
tumor cells by flow cytometry at Spectrum Health using
the immunophenotyping six-color, ganglioside GD2,
analysis and monoclonal antibodies to membrane antigen
expression of ganglioside GD2FITC dye, CD81FITCdye,
CD45PerCPdye leukocytic, CD56APC NCAM antigen,
CD9, and/or CD34 antigens. Within the Pediatric Oncology
Branch of the NCI, isolation of DNA and RNA from
patient samples was performed. These research samples
were used for comparative genomics hybridization,
exome sequencing of tumor, and germline DNA using
Next Generation sequencing.
2.3.2. Generation of Drug Prediction Report
The reporting of drugs with predicted efficacy was performed using methodologies and reporting tools developed at the Van Andel Research Institute and in collaboration with Intervention Insights. Normalized gene expression data from each patient’s tumor was compared to
a normal control reference sample set to obtain a relative
gene expression profile where each gene probe set was
represented by a Z-score. The Z-score is measure of the
relative expression in the tumor with respect to the normal reference. It is calculated as the number of standard
deviations that the intensity of a probe set in the tumor is
over or under expressed relative to the mean of the same
probe set intensity in the normal reference. After this
pre-processing step, data were submitted to the following
collection of methodologies to identify agents for consideration (summarized in Figure 1(b)).
Biomarker rules: This method employed predefined
and published rules maintained in a drug-biomarker
knowledge base in which the efficacy of a specific drug
has been associated with the expression of a specific
molecular marker [22]. Unlike the other methods described, this method has rules that predict both drug
sensitivity and drug resistance based on the expression of
biomarkers.
Drug target expression: Genes over expressed in the
tumor (Z-scores ≥ +3) that represented an established
therapeutic target were submitted and therapeutic compounds that met the rule requirement based upon their
confirmed mechanism of action (MOA) were selected
and displayed in the report. The mechanism of action of
drugs and the alignment to therapeutic targets was
performed using a variety of public and commercial
knowledge bases including DrugBank [16], PharmGKB
[23], GeneGo-Thomson Reuters (www.genego.com),
UptoDate (www.uptodate.com), MedTrack
(www.medtrack.com) and DrugDex
(http://thomsonreuters.com/products_services/healthcare/
healthcare_products/a-z/drugdex_system/) as well as extensive literature searches to confirm the drug-target evidence.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Network-Based Methods: The underlying method
predicted activity of drug targets based on topological
analysis and was developed in partnership with GeneGoThomson Reuters [26-28] various derivatives of this tool
(referred to as the “hidden nodes” algorithms) are described in detail and freely available at
http://www.genego.com/hidden_nodes.php. In brief, these
systems biology based methodologies were developed to
identify key regulators of the observed transcriptional
profile after constructing molecular networks on the basis
of prior protein-protein interaction knowledge. The key
nodes (putative targets) within the identified and topologically enriched networks may be “hidden” since
they do not necessarily represent genes differentially
expressed in the patient’s tumor. Derivatives of this
methodology included the analysis of target genes that
represent key points of information convergence and
divergence, which can be considered putative effectors
and drivers respectively. After these respective analyses,
the overlay of the drug-target knowledge base with
topologically significant nodes provided a method to
predict drug efficacy.
Drug response signatures: This method reproduced
the Connectivity Map concept initially developed by the
Broad Institute [20] in which the genomic consequence
of drug exposure is used to connect drug effect to disease
signatures. The hypothesis underlying this method is that
drugs that reverse the disease genotype (gene expression
profile) towards normalcy have the potential to reverse
the disease phenotype. Up to 500 of the most over- and
under-expressed genes in the patient’s tumor (Z-scores ≥
+1.5 or ≤–1.5 respectively) were submitted to this method. Rank-based statistics were used to identify drugs
with a significant inverse connectivity to the disease
genotype.
Drug sensitivity signatures: This implemented the
Parametric Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (PGSEA)
method to align NCI-60 cell line sensitivity signatures
that are predictive across at least two independent cell
contexts with the patient’s differentially expressed genes.
All genes that passed the pre-processing thresholds were
evaluated. The NCI-60 drug signature mapped over and
under expressed genes (determined by pre-drug treatment)
to the observed in vitro drug sensitivity as measured by
the half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) of the
various cell lines studied [11,29].
2.3.3. Report Generation
Upon execution of these analyses, a compiled report was
generated. The report allowed the molecular tumor board
to quickly navigate to the underlying knowledge and
evidence at multiple levels, including the molecular
predictions and inferring methodologies, and any evidence
from published literature and clinical trials that may
JCT
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support the use of the predicted agent in the patient’s
disease context. While the total pharmacopeia coverage
available at the time of this study was 182 FDAapproved drugs, only those with established pediatric
dosing (n = 108) were used.
2.3.4. Molecular Tumor Board Review and Formation
of Treatment Plan
The molecular tumor board consisted of 6 - 11 pediatric
oncologists, 1 - 3 bioinformatics specialists, and a pediatric
pharmacist. The generated report was submitted to the
board, and a molecular tumor board meeting was held to
discuss each patient and formulate a treatment plan.
Primary and secondary reviewers generated a synopsis
with literature review prior to the meeting. Decision rules
for the molecular tumor board included molecular-based
predictions of drug efficacy supplemented with evidence
gathered from automated searching of the literature
clinical trials, and the Internet; FDA-approved drugs with
established standard and safe dosing schedules; analysis
of drug combinations with regards to safety, mechanism
of action, availability, and cost; preference toward lowtoxicity, targeted therapies; and drug combinations of up
to a maximum of four agents. Literature searches of
previously established and tested regimens were reviewed
and such regimens were given priority. The pharmacist
completed an analysis of potential drug interactions
between the guided agents and the subject’s routine
medications and supplements. The final molecular tumor
board treatment decisions were presented to the medical
monitor, who had the opportunity to reject the proposed
regimen (which would have required reconvening of the
molecular tumor board). The final treatment regimen, the
decision of the medical monitor, and the minutes of the
molecular tumor board meeting were documented on the
Post Report Form.

3. Results
Five patients were enrolled in this study within three
months between April 2010 and June 2010 (Table 1). Of
the five patients, three had relapsed neuroblastoma, two
had refractory neuroblastoma, and four out of five were
Stage 4 at diagnosis (one was Stage 2B). The patients

ranged in age from 3 to 8 years old at diagnosis, and the
time since diagnosis was 2 - 6.5 years. All patients had
received 2 - 13 prior relapsed therapies. At study entry,
three patients had progressive disease and two had stable
disease.
The primary objective of this study was to evaluate the
feasibility of using predictive modeling to make real-time
treatment decisions based on genome-wide mRNA expression profiles of neuroblastoma tumor biopsies. Feasibility was defined as the completion of a specific set of
events within a 14-day time period. To calculate feasibility, we measured the number of days between each of the
following events: tumor biopsy, RNA extraction and
gene chip hybridization at CRL, genomic analysis and
generation of report, molecular tumor board review with
formulated treatment plan, and medical monitor review.
Tumor biopsies were evaluated by clinical pathology
and processed by CRL. The sample handling, RNA extraction, amplification, Affymetrix U133 2.0 Plus GeneChip hybridization, and scanning procedures used
CLIA-certified CRL standard protocols. After the tumor
biopsy, the RNA extraction, amplification, hybridization
to Affymetrix U133 2.0 Plus GeneChip, and scanning
procedures were completed in 3 - 7 days (Table 2). The
RNA RINs were greater than 6.5 in 5/5 patients, so the
chip analysis was completed for all subjects (Table 3).
The gene expression data from the tumor biopsy was
then compared to a reference sample to obtain a relative
gene expression profile and gene probe set represented
by a Z-score (Figure 1(b)). After this step, data were
submitted for analysis using the algorithms described in
Methods, and a compiled report was generated. After
completion of the gene expression data, the number of
days to generate this report ranged from the same day to
5 days (Table 2).
Next, a molecular tumor board meeting using the information contained in the report was held. Treatment
protocols were able to be generated from the molecular
tumor board meeting for all patients. This occurred
within 1 - 3 days after the report was received (Table 2).
Specific treatment details consisted of a regimen chosen
from a guided list of agents implicated in critical molecular signaling pathways and/or from signature-based

Table 1. Medical history of study population.
Patient #

Relapsed/refractory

Age (yr)/stage at
diagnosis

Time to
first relapse

No. of prior
relapsed therapies

Disease at
study entry

Time since
diagnosis (yr)

1

Relapsed

8/Stage 2B

1.5 yr

10

Progressive

5.5

2

Relapsed

3/Stage 4

4 mo

2

Stabilized

2

3

Refractory

4/Stage 4

-

7

Stabilized

5.5

4

Relapsed

3/Stage 4

2.5 yr

7

Progressive

5

5

Refractory

4/Stage 4

-

13

Progressive

6.5

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Table 2. Results of feasibility.

Patient #

Date of biopsy

Days to RNA chip

Days to report

Days to molecular
tumor board

Days to Medical
Monitor review

Total no. of days

1

4/7/10

3

3/5

1

1

10

2

5/10/10

7

1

2

1

11

3

5/12/10

5

1

3

1

10

4

5/18/10

7

Same day

1

2

10

5

6/7/10

4

4

3

1

12

Table 3. Patient results for pilot study steps.
Patient #

RNA RIN

ALK mutation

DNA sequencing

Cell culture

Xenograft model

1

9.5 Pass

p.Phe1174Val PHOX2B pAla227Leu

Complete

Neurospheres

+

2

6.9 Pass

No

Complete

Neurospheres and fibrous

–

3

8.1 Pass

No

Complete with amplification

Fibrous ganglioneuroma

–

4

9.3 Pass

No

Complete with amplification

Neurospheres

+

5

9.8 Pass

p.Phe1174Leu

Complete

Neurospheres

+

predictions of drug efficacy summarized in the guided
therapy report. The final molecular tumor board treatment decision was presented to the medical monitor who
had the opportunity to reject the proposed regimen. The
time between the molecular tumor board meeting and the
medical monitor sign-off was 1 - 2 days (Table 2).
Therefore, the total number of days from biopsy to
medical monitor sign-off was 10 - 12 days for 5/5 patients,
which met our objective of 14 days or less (Table 2).
The genes targets that were seen in these patients included expected genes TOP2A, MTOR and HDAC as
well as new targets such as ERBB2, KIT and RAF1.
These will undergo further validation. To accomplish this,
tumor cells were maintained for additional bio- logical
studies. All tumor cells were able to be grown in culture.
The tumor cells injected in mice were able to engraft to
generate mouse models for 3/5 patients (Table 3).
NextGen sequencing was completed at the NCI in 5/5
patients. DNA was adequate in 3/5 patients, while 2/5
patients required DNA amplification for completion of
sequencing. Samples were sent for ALK testing at a
CLIA certified lab, which determined the ALK mutation
status of all patients. Of the five patients, two had a
mutation of the ALK gene (Table 3).

4. Discussion
This is the first study to demonstrate the feasibility of
using molecular profiling on tumors from pediatric patients in real time in which the critical steps of tumor
board and independent medical monitor review were
incorporated. Enrollment of five pediatric patients with
refractory neuroblastoma was achieved in four months.
Acceptable mRNA quality and microarray analysis was
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

completed in all five patients. Most notably, the timeline
for report generation, molecular tumor board review,
individualized treatment plan formulation, and medical
monitor review was completed in 12 days or less, which
surpassed the goal of 14 days. This timeline confirms
that the implementation of individualized treatment on
the basis of real time genomic profiling and bioinformatics analysis is feasible. In addition, our correlative analysis studies demonstrated that NextGen sequencing was
possible for all patients; tumor cells from each patient
were successfully grown in cell culture permitting ongoing drug testing studies; and 3/5 tumor cell lines were
successfully engrafted into mouse models permitting in
vivo evaluation of predicted agents.
Collaboration between pediatric oncologists, pharmacists, geneticist and bioinformatics specialists, and the
medical monitor was achieved in a time-efficient manner.
The interdisciplinary make-up of the molecular tumor
board was critical to creating an individual treatment
plan that accounted for understanding the genomic predictions, the therapeutic decisions, and drug interactions
for safety. As technologies such as next generation
sequencing dramatically increase the extent of genomic
data available, formation of skilled multidisciplinary
teams across institutions will be critical to ensure the
appropriate interpretation and extraction of actionable
knowledge.
The report generated for each patient uses a novel
approach by combining analytical methods including
biomarker and drug target rules, systems biology approaches to predict key drivers of disease, and signature-based methods that utilize empirical drug screening data. This bioinformatics platform matches specific
molecular markers, changes in gene expression, and
JCT
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molecular networks with drugs for those molecular
targets based on the scientific literature and clinical trial
data. By doing so, it takes into account the molecular
heterogeneity of neuroblastoma between patients allowing
each to be treated according to their genomic make-up.
Since this study used one tumor biopsy from each patient,
it may not be able to account for the tumor heterogeneity
that exists within each patient at any one time or the
tumor heterogeneity within one patient over time. To
account for this intra-patient variability, future studies
will include profiling of multiple tumor biopsies from the
same patient from different anatomical sites where
possible to assess temporal and spatial heterogeneity.
Tumor biopsies performed over time will begin to
address the adaptability and acquired drug resistance of
the tumor to specific treatment regimens for each patient,
and thereby identify combinational targeting strategies to
treat and prevent rapid onset of refractory disease.
This pilot study provides evidence that genome-wide
mRNA expression profiling from neuroblastoma tumor
samples can be used to formulate individualized predictive treatment plans for pediatric patients in a feasible
and time-efficient manner. The cell lines and mouse
models generated from the patients’ tumor cells provide
an opportunity to validate these predictive treatment
regimens and to compare them with treatments that were
predicted to not be clinically beneficial. The results from
the NextGen sequencing will be used to assess correlation between identified mutations and expression data
from the microarray. The tumor resource created can also
be used to evaluate the potential predictive value of other
molecular technologies such as single nucleotide
polymorphisms, RNA sequencing, gene amplifications/
deletions, gene promoter methylation, protein modifications, or epigenetic changes [13,30-31].

5. Conclusion
This study shows that it is feasible to create therapeutic
treatment plans based on genomic profiling in less than
12 days. The next step in this process is the implementation and validation of the predictive treatment
plans. A Phase I study (NCT01355679) is currently
underway to determine the feasibility and safety of treatment using individualized therapies and to measure
benefit assessing response rate and progression-free survival ratio of pediatric patients with refractory neuroblastoma treated using these integrated precision methodologies.
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